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“In today’s human Rights Watch (HRW) practice credible evidence is being sacrificed for 
tendentious reports and press conferences using distorted legal rhetoric.  Putting the 
entire reason d’être of the once noble organization at risk” 
Carl Berstein 
 
Other experts concur with the above statement and argue that despite all intentions 
that come out of the group foundation, it has now become a threat to freedom. 
 
According to www.ngo.monitor.org, there are many factors which led HRW to lose its 
moral compass, but the main one is it’s addicted to power and influence.  Anyone who 
reads even part of a report emanating from the group can detect totalitarian, bullying 
and condescending tendencies.. 
 
H.R.W. was founded in college campuses where socially responsible or conscious 
idealism flourish..Its founding principles were the promotion human rights; defending 
individuals incarcerated because of his/her belief and exposing governments or persons 
who practice oppression in any form or nature. 
 
Of course Western democracies have institutions in place to protect the public from 
injustice.  So groups like HRW appeal was mainly to third world countries of Africa, Asia, 
Latin America and Eastern European countries. There is no denying, initially the group 
was performing in accordance with its fundamental principle and has been instrumental 
in effecting change.  But as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the change in 
the political landscape in Eastern Europe the organization’s influence was dramatically 
reduced. 
 
In addition, as a consequence of the “victory” of the western democracy over Eastern 
Socialism and the apparent collapse of bipolarity, many third world countries began 
adopting some semblance of democracy and in these countries rose domestic civil 
organization whose aim is to protect the public at large.  Here again the role of Western 
Civil Societies like HRW become much less important than before. 
 
So what is HRW to do? 
 Of course it is not going to wither away.  Over the years it has created a huge 
administration, built influence and secured access to many government offices.  There is 
no way this group is going to let all those privileges go away. To maintain the influence 
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and status it enjoys it has transformed itself in to entirely contradictory entity both in 
form and context.  Basically, contemporary HRW is one of the most powerful 
lobby/special interest groups in western capitals in general but the U.S. capital in 
particular. 
 
But who/what does it lobby for?  
 Before answering the above question, it is worth looking another factor which is the 
motive behind the change in HRW.  As I said, over the years the group’s beurocracy has 
swollen.  Its budget for the last fiscal year was over 50 million dollars.  An average HRW 
employee makes over 70,000/year. 
 
The main source of funding for HRW is the US government.  The group has a very solid 
relationship with the US state department.  This relationship is based on mutual benefit.  
The U.S. needs the group’s internationally recognized “civic society” status.  This cover is 
used when agents of the group spy on other countries.  The group needs the US 
government not only for funding but also protection in the event of dangerous 
happenings to its agents.  In fact in many cases they work in unison.  For example, most 
of the information contained in the US state department’s annual report on other 
countries is provided by agents of HRW. 
 
But, the American government also realizes the groups diminishing influence globally 
and is reluctant to fill the growing financial appetite of the group.   
 
The prospect of unemployment has led the group and it’s employee to do everything 
and anything to save their jobs.  It has begun soliciting findings from countries rich in 
money but poor in human rights. 
 
Do you know the most generous contributors to HRW’s piggy bank are countries like 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Libya and Iran? 
 
In returning the favors HRW does two things 

1) Ignore these countries repressive systems. 
2) On their behalf, blackmail and criticize any country of their choosing.  E.g. Israel 

and Ethiopia 
   

One of the astonishing natures of the new HRW is the assumption of prejudicial and 
paternal attitude.  An organization that was founded to fight racism and discrimination 
has become one that practices those evils of human nature.  If you follow the group’s 
report most African countries have become convenient targets of its negative 
campaigning.  More oppressive non African countries like Iran, Venezuela, Burma and 
even North Korea don’t get half of the negative attention of the Africans are subject to.  . 
 
That Kind of attitude is resented by African intellectuals. As Africa develop both 
politically and economically, the illusion of the superiority of the western based civic 



society is shattered.  So HRW’s intrusion in domestic politics is seen not as noble but a 
banal and self serving hypocrisy.   
 
But nowhere is HRW’s moral bankruptcy exposed than in its campaign against Ethiopia.  
It seems the group has been hijacked by anti-Ethiopian zealots with the intent of 
destabilizing the country.. 
 
 
 
 
 Ethiopia a nation of 85 million is the most diverse country in the world with over 80 
ethnic groups. It’s is a country with proud history but the last century hasn’t been faire 
to the nation.  It has endured wars (civil or foreign aggression), famine (man-made or 
natural). 
 
But 19 years ago the san of hope rose again in Ethiopia that would eventually take the 
country to it’s glory days.  In 1991, a force of change come to power by getting rid off, 
the most brutal regime  the nation ever had to bear ( The military junta known as Derg)/  
The new force, The Ethiopian Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) come to power 
with the pledge of change. Boy did they ever deliver! 
 
Politically: The EPRDF come up with a revolutionary solution to the most pressing issue 
that had haunted the country for decades i.e. the nationalities quest for equality. 
EPRDF restructured the country’s, geo-politics by creating a genuine federalism, a 
federalism based on ethnic autonomy with out undermining national unity.  This radical 
federal system has proven to be so successful; many African countries are considering 
emulating it.  In fact Kenya has already done just that. It’s new and recently approved 
(through referendum) constitution is influenced by the Ethiopian federal frame work. 
 
Economically: When EPRDF assume power the country was literally bankrupt.  Its 
infrastructure was medieval at best.  Its coffers were emptied by the fleeing government 
officials of the Derg regime. So the new government was faced with two responsibilities. 
First it had to bail out the nation.  Second it had to come up with a plan of restructuring 
it.  To accomplish both the EPRDF adopted a mixed mode of development which has 
bare fruit.  As the reader might know Ethiopia has the fastest growing non-oil based 
economy in Africa.  It has become a magnet for investment and influence in the region 
and a preferred location for foreign based macro development. 
 
All the above affects are meant to create a favorable atmosphere for the ultimate goal, 
which is to build a just and democratic society. This has been addressed with the 
introduction of a new constitution and legal frame work that not only encourages but 
also protects political plurality.  The result is very encouraging.  The country is making 
steady progress towards the goal of mature democracy. 
 



Regional factor: Ethiopia’s success is more incredible considering the rough 
neighborhood it is in.  The Horn of Africa where Ethiopia is located is the must chaotic 
and violent corner of the world.  It is a play ground not only for internal or regional 
political forces but also external powers.  In fact, outside meddling is what exacerbates 
minor problems and make them hard to manage.  Evidently, Ethiopia has faced many 
problems that threatened its stability and security.  But in spite of such reality, Ethiopia 
is the 2nd country [the first being Kenya] which has developed institutions that facilitate 
that progress of democratization.   
 
And yet this is the country HRW has chosen to defame and blackmail.  It seems no 
matter how Ethiopia progresses in terms of democratization it is never and can never be 
rationally viewed by those whose minds are already made up. 
 
Real victims of repression in Eritrea, Sudan, and Somalia must be wringing their heads in 
despair as their supposed ally (HRW) rushes to condemn the only country in the region 
trying hard to cultivate democracy.  But that is not all.  HRW preys on the Ignorance of 
the western societies to propagate the anti-Ethiopia terrorist’s line which has obviously 
warmed the hearts of Ethiopia’s enemies. Its latest cursory clipped and resentful report 
is another attempt to tarnish the country’s image. Nevertheless let me look in to some 
of the claims the group made. 
 
Internal Politics: 
 HRW claims that Ethiopia is a totalitarian state where free speech is non-existent and 
opposition politics is curtailed and politicians are jailed.  In fact, if one has to take the 
group’s annual report on Ethiopia serious one can’t help but wonder who is guarding 
the prisoners.  Because the report makes it look like everyone is behind bars. 
 HRW is so blinded by its bias it doesn’t even bother to check the basic facts that are 
obvious.  Ethiopia is a free country and activities are free to embrace whatever political 
philosophy they want.  No one is jailed in Ethiopia for his/her political view; unless 
he/she resorts to violence to advance his/her agenda.. 
 
No free press? The Irony of this claim is when the group tries to justify the luck of free 
press in Ethiopia it usually refers to one of those independent news papers in the 
country.  There are currently more than 40 independent media outlets.  Some are 
neutral, some critical of the government and yet they operate freely except in few 
instances when they cross the line and act or do things that undermine the national 
security.  But such laws (protection of national security) do exist in every country that 
can not be denied by HRW.  This is standard in every country democratic or otherwise. 
 
 Silencing of Politician? Really? How could people who work for a resource full 
organization like HRW miss that? Don’t they know there are over 60 political parties? 
Haven’t they watched the lively debates on national T.V. during the election campaign? 
How could they miss their darling party (Medrek)’s regular press conferences during 
which it attacks and vilify the ruling party. But ofcaurse they do! 



 
Overall, HRW tells the world the political space in Ethiopia is narrowing. Compare to 
what? To the era of the emperor or the fascist Mengestu regime? Or compared to 
Eritrea, Sudan, Somalia Djibouti, Iran, and Libya?  Looks like some one forgot to do 
his/her homework. 
 
 
 
 
 
But folks! HRW doesn’t give a damn about Ethiopia’s democratization.  It is the issue of 
control and influence that drove the group to campaign against the country.  Its latest 
report puts it clearly for everyone to figure it out. It is bitter particularly about two 
recent legislative pieces adopted in Ethiopia.  
 
  

1) The new Mass Media and freedom of information law and  
2) The Civil society law 
 

The New Media law which was adopted in 2008 recognized the rights of reporters but 
also reminds them of their responsibilities and their journalistic ethics.  To maintain the 
transparency of the law both the governments and the independent media group were 
given the right to monitor it. mind you, such law does exist in every country and is 
meant to protect the reporters the principle of journalism and the public at large. 
Only HRW is opposed to this particular law.   
 
 But why? The appropriate question should be why the ….. Should it care?  
 One of the most disturbing views of HRW is…. They think they have an inherent moral 
responsibility to interfere in other countries (especially African) internal affairs.  One of 
the main tools it uses to exert influence is by developing control over media out lets.   
HRW needs unregulated media in Ethiopia to push its agenda of fabrication 
misinformation and manipulation to create havoc, confusion and clashes. 
 
Remember pre- and post election 2005?  All that strife and disorder which led to lives 
lost- If you go deeper it no doubt will lead you to foreign organization including HRW. 
 
The Law of civil Society was adopted in 2009. There is no denying foreign NGO in 
Ethiopia have saved lives and done some positive things but now days they have over 
stepped their original purpose and outlived their usefulness.  Nevertheless Ethiopia is 
not the only country that has laws governing civil societies especially foreign ones.  In 
the case of Ethiopia the law doesn’t prohibit NGO’s from operating.  The Law is meant 
to promote transparency and protect sovereignty.  NGOs whose source of funding is 
mostly foreign are barred from interfering in the country’s political affairs. Anyone 



aware of western democracy should have no problem recognizing the legitimacy of such 
prohibition.  
  
Again, the question you probably asking is why would this upset HRW? 
Well every bit of information in every HRW report is provided to it by its foot soldiers.  
Among them are people who work for foreign NGO’s.  Most people hired by NGO’s in 
fact have very little function related to what ever their organization claims to be going.  
They spend must of their time surveying, collecting data and channeling money to hard 
cove opposition groups.   

 
The crimes of NGO’s in poor countries of Africa and South America are well documented 
and are beyond the scope of this article.  But as you may be aware of many Latin 
American countries have totally banned or issued strict guidelines to their activities.  So 
the Ethiopian civil society law is not unique. In fact it was a bit late in coming.  Had it 
been issued much earlier, we could’ve prevented the crimes perpetually by such groups. 

 

 Do you know for every dollar on NGO collects only 0.20c  goes to the intended 
people  

 Do you know people who work for NGO are the highest paid in Ethiopia? 

 Do you know, after the 2005 election, by the time the Kinijit theatre failed most 
of the people who used to be employee of NGOs fled the country? 

 
I could go on, but you get the point. The point being HRW and NGOS work jointly to 
create unrest in the country.  They deliberately provoke a violent reaction to election or 
exploit minor misunderstandings that might occur with in the society, with the aim of 
generation causalities that will attract attention from the international community.  All 
that to justify their relevance.  Therefore, the civil society law has two purposes first, it 
is meant to protect the society from such crimes.  Second and most importantly, it 
basically cripples HRW hands (not its mouths) metaphorically speaking. Now you have it, 
this is what ticked the group. 
 
 The door is that not to be open again for the group to play any role positive or negative.  
The above mentioned laws are the nail in the coffin.  But there is another fact worth 
mentioning, an issue which exposed HRW for what it is. 
 
THE OGADEN CONFLICT 

  
A brief background: 
  
The Oganda National Liberation front was one of the members of the transitional 
government that was formed after the fall of the Derg in 1991. It was involved in writing 
the current constitution whose main pillar (among others) is Article 39, the article that 
recognized the rights of nationalities like the Somalis, self-determinist.. 
 



Despite the prevalence of such accommodating system, for some inexplicable reason, 
ONLF resumed armed insurrection in 1994, which hampered development in the Somali 
region. In other words, ONLF transformed itself from genuine advocate of peoples rights 
in to a terrorist group which in collaboration with other terrorists and their sponsors 
was bent on dismantling the nation. 
 
Moreover, 2006 ONLF did the unthinkable. In cold blood, it murdered 74 innocent 
Ethiopians and Chinese civilians. After that horrific crime the government had no choice 
but deal with the group once for all, like any responsible government would do.  
 
The process of dealing with UNLF was not an easy operation. Considering the logistic of 
the problem that was expected 
 
What was un expected was the role HRW played during that time and since. Reading 
HRW’s reports on the conflict, makes on think if the group itself is fighting the Ethiopian 
government. There was a sneering attempt to draw moral equivalence between 
Ethiopia’s counter terrorism and the blind acts of terrorism committed by ONLF. All of 
the HRW reports, finding and analysis were based on the information provided to it by 
the ONLF. Some times what was written on ONLF website was basically identical (word 
to word) to that of HRW. 
 
In fact the group was so obsessed in the issue it went as far as claiming to have a 
satellite image of an area which presumably show villages destroyed by the Ethiopian 
Defence forces. 
Which was later proven to be a fabrication? It even had the Audacity to claim, there was 
a catastrophe in Ogaden equal in magnitude to that of Darfur.  
 
For some time, I was puzzled why HRW was so emotionally involved in the Ogaden 
Conflict. But I was surprised to find the answer to be as simple as 1, 2, and 3 
 
Remember earlier I mentioned the close relationship between HRW and the Sheikdoms 
of the Arab world. 
 

1. One of those counties is the tiny petro=dollar state of Qatar 
2. The Arab countries in general and Qatar in particular has been a long time 

sponsor of any group that opposes Ethiopia. Evidently it (Qatar) was heavily 
involved in funding the ONLF. In fact the group’s leaders are treated as state 
rulers in Doha (the capital of Qatar). But besides pouring money into the 
organization, the country’s influence in promoting the cause of the Ogaden is 
limited. 

3. That void of influence was filled by, you guessed it. The HRW acting on behalf of 
Qatar. Using its clout and expertise, HRW did much more than the Qatar’s 
government in brining the Ogaden conflict to the attention of the international 
community 



 
From the Qatari Sheiks perspective. Money given to HRW is “money well spent” 
 
As the reader may be aware of, there is a new development that is considered another 
striking blow to the reputation of the HRW. 
 
The ONLF have come to its sense and decided to work for the interest not against the 
people it claims to represent, and has signed a comprehensive peace agreement with 
the government of Ethiopic. ONLF has promised never to be puppet of others. In fact it 
has promised to defend not only the Somali region’s peace and development, but also 
work closely with the government of Ethiopic to defend national unity. It was a dark day 
for HRW, which had been acting as an unapologetic pamphleteer for the group. That is 
why to cover its humiliation it issued outdated and boring report days after the peace 
signing ceremony between ONLF and the government. 
 
 
 
Windbags on parade 
 
This latest cry “Development without freedom” shows the group is running out of issues, 
causes or reasons to keep blackmailing the Ethiopian government. 
For the record, HRW latest report have been refuted in strong terms not only by the 
government of Ethiopic but also by all the countries and international organization 
involved in giving and allocating aid to Ethiopia (Development Assistance Group). 
 
This particular HRW reports is not new though. It had issued similar one before the May 
2010 election. That was meant to influence the outcome of the election result. Seldom 
has a non-local civil organization bared its bias more shamelessly than it HRW did in its 
protracted campaign to save the opposition from defeat.  
 
Ethiopia is a proud nation, whose people have preserved their independence and 
integrity and resent foreigners interference in their affairs. How HRW did miss that? 
 
That is why; the people not only voted for EPRDF abut helped the party overwhelm the 
opposition, who are viewed as tools of foreign influence. 
 
In concussion, now we know that what ever the truth and reality in Ethiopia is, it is 
guaranteed to be the subject of a radically different interpretation by HRW. 
 
Another troubling mythology of HRW, at least in the African setting is that opposition is 
always right and victim. On the other hand, the government is invertebrate harasser and 
wrong. That is why it is acting as a mouth piece for every imaginable radical group in the 
continent. So its obsessive hostility towards Ethiopic is not an isolated phenomenon 
 



 But in the case of Ethiopic, the strange and sobering world of HRW has  introduced a 
new phenomenon: a mob lynching professing democracy, and masquerading as human 
right advocates. 
 
There is a significant difference between criticism and prosecution. It is the difference 
between name-calling and sticks and stones. The group has left no stone unturned in its 
campaign against Ethiopia. Fortunately its record of failure to predict disaster, mayhem, 
crisis… in Ethiopic is nearly unblemished. 
 
 The so called HRW expert on Ethiopia is as accurate as dart throwing chimpanzee. 
 
Finally, the fact that if uses humanitarian rhetoric, that it has hijacked the language of 
human rights, that it has won some support does not make HRW worthy of those ideals. 
 
God bless the motherland. 


